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Video: FDA Approved a Digital Pill That Contains a Microchip That Transmits Information
Once Swallowed. “Compliance” According to Pfizer CEO Albert Bourla

By Global Research News, April 01, 2024

In a World Economic Forum, someone from the audience asked a question about patient
engagement.  “Even if  you make the greatest drug, the greatest wearable,  there is  no
guarantee that the patient is gonna take the drug or wear the device. How are you thinking
about technology to engage the patient?”

“The Collective West”, Corruption, The Neocons and the 2024 Presidential Election. Richard
C. Cook

By Richard C. Cook, April 03, 2024

My book, Our Country Then and Now, traces US history from Native American prehistory
through early European arrivals, through the pioneer phase of settlement, to the disasters of

the 20th century until today, when our government is on the verge of taking us into World
War III.

Israel and the Terrorists in Syria Are Coordinating Their Attacks

By Steven Sahiounie, April 03, 2024

When Israel  struck and destroyed the Iranian Consulate in Damascus on April  1,  their
partners, the terrorists following Radical Islam, were coordinating attacks on the Syrian Arab
Army  (SAA).  This  is  not  the  first  time  that  Israel  has  coordinated  and  partnered  with
terrorists  in  Syria.
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Video: Flashback: The Bankster Bailouts (2009). James Corbett and Michel Chossudovsky

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky and James Corbett, April 03, 2024

In  this  flashback  to  the  Economics  101  series,  Michel  Chossudovsky  of  globalresearch.ca
explains  the  circular  mechanism  by  which  the  banks  become  creditors  of  the  very
government  that  is  bailing  them  out  and  thus  leverage  financial  power  over  the  political
system itself.

Crocus Massacre Ukraine Escape, UK / USA Teach Hatred and Killing of Russians, Ukraine
Leaders Boast of Assassinations

By Rodney Atkinson, April 02, 2024

It is suspicious that “Islamist terrorists” from Tajikistan would carry out a massacre at the
Crocus City Hall for money rather than commitment to the Islamic State, during the Islamic
holy month of Ramadan against Russia which has shown great sympathy for the civilians of
Gaza.

Rockefeller: Controlling the Game

By Jacob Nordangard, April 02, 2024

Why had the Rockefeller family funded and influenced climate research since the 1950s and
helped shape climate policy since the 1980s? And why did Rockefeller Brothers Fund in
2014 announce that they would divest from all of their fossil energy holdings? Why attack
the very industry on which their immense wealth was founded? What was their motive in
their own words – and how did it all begin?

Turbo Lung Cancer in Under 40 Year Olds

By Dr. William Makis, April 02, 2024

At this time, no other physician in the world is publishing detailed clinical accounts of mRNA
Induced Turbo Cancers in the COVID-19 Vaccinated – and certainly no one is even talking
about the bizarre and extremely aggressive Turbo Lung Cancers that are presenting at
Stage 3 or Stage 4, especially in the age group under 40.

The original source of this article is Global Research
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